ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: KDD Process [2]
Building Ontology needs attention of domain expert that represents concepts and relations between them for a given domain. There are many algorithms used for extracting and discovering knowledge from structured data like Naïve Bayes, K-Means etc. The proposed methodology builds ontology for a given domain by using phases of data mining like Data preparation, Data Mapping, extracting knowledge from mapped data etc. Then, classification algorithm is used for writing generated ontology expressed in OWL and XML languages. There are various uses of Ontology:
• Used for knowledge sharing and reuse.
• Can improve understanding between concepts.
• It is useful in Semantic Web that is information in machine form.
• Some search engines use ontology for finding relevant pages related to given query. The paper is divided into following sections: Section 2 gives information about following concepts:
• Domain Ontology To extract concepts, we use disambigutive function dis (t) that shows semantically concept for terms (t i ) based on given topic. Phrase Extractor as name suggests scans the phrases and as it finds some relevant matter, it refers to related concepts. Each web document is represented as vector of < term t i >, <weight w i > pairs which is extracted from Phrase extractor module.
Classification Algorithm
This ontology building algorithm [4] is written on basis of decision tree as follows: 
Representation of terms in matrix form
Combination of document space and term space is represented by Document -by Term Matrix. In this, each row is document D i (in term space) and each column is term (in document space).
Di x Term
Representation of Query in document space
A query entered by user is a set of terms having same weights assigned to it. Query may be in natural language also. In this, it is processed like document which includes removal of redundant words. If query contain terms that are not in document, then it represent dimensions in document space.
Assignment of weights to terms
Weight of terms means importance of term i.e. how relevant it is. Weights are assigned by special scheme called as Term Frequency * Inverse Document Frequency (tf * idf) Term Frequency (tf): -It defines number of terms occurred in document. So, it varies from one document to another. Inverse Document Frequency (idf): -It means how many times the given term is distributed in document. It gives probability of terms occurred in document. idf= ln N/n where N= number of documents n = number of relevant documents Inference: -If all documents are relevant, then idf is zero. We can say that for distinguishing relevant and non relevant documents, the terms in document must be different from given topic so that they can be used for comparing with other documents.
Why idf is multiplied by tf?
It is done so that good descriptor terms have more importance than bad terms. Good terms are those that occur in small number of documents while Bad terms are those that occur in large number of documents.
Normalization of Term Vectors
Weights are normalized according to variable document size. Here we will describe Normalization of term frequency (tf). In this, tf is divided by maximum term frequency tf max i.e. tf/tf max . It is defined as frequency of term that occurs mostly in documents. So, we generate factor that lies between 0 and 1. This kind of normalization is called as Maximum Normalization. It is given as: [0.5 + (0.5 * tf /tf max )] where tf varies from 0.5 to 1. Effect of tf: -The importance of term in given document depends on its frequency of occurrence as compared to other terms in same document. Terms are variables. They can change anytime. Drawback: -Since, normalization factor depends only on frequency of documents. The problem is that terms having higher weights can replace terms with lower weights. E.g. A document is about computer design. It includes various components, hardware software. Let us consider hardware is highly weighted term that occurs six times in document. It will occur most because it is used in building computer. Then, the frequency of this term will replace all other terms by factor of 3. Solution: -Logarithmic Term Frequency In this, we take natural log plus constant i.e. log (tf) +1. Its normalization factor does not depend on maximum term frequency (tf max ). It reduces the effect of term with high frequency such that two terms Tf 1 & Tf 2 >0 then [Log (tf 2 ) +1 / log (tf 1 ) +1] < tf2 / tf 1. has length = 1. It is written as n^=1. Cosine normalization reduces the effect of single term with high frequency by combining it with other low weighted terms. Since vector length is function of all vector components i.e. tdf *idf weights. So, weight of high frequency term is reduced by idf factor. Cosine normalization takes into account the weights of all terms in a given document. It is done for short documents rather than longer documents because short documents are about single topic relevant to given query. For every document or query, there is a stage when all the terms that are retrieved are also relevant. It is indicated by probability of relevance = Probability of retrieval. It has led to development of Correction Factor. It is factor that maps old normalization function (Cosine normalization) into new function.
Normalization by Vector Length
Concept of Pivot Normalization
This correction factor rotates the old normalized function clockwise around crossover point (point where probability of relevance = Probability of retrieval) so that normalization values below that point are greater and values above it are lesser. The crossover point is called PIVOT. Use of pivoted normalization increases probability of retrieving longer documents although longer documents have both relevant s well as non relevant terms.
CONCLUSION
The paper presents Ontology Web Based Content Mining methodology that helps in classification, identification and extraction of large number of documents present on web. It follows certain number of steps for generating ontology. We have conducted an experiment using WORDnet. The main credit of this work goes to domain ontology in representing documents. Use of WORDnet leads to improvement in classification of web documents with the help of synonyms as it has large collection of similar words related to particular search. Ontology Phrase extractor produces web documents that consists of multiple pages with multiple categories. Each web document is represented as vector of < term t i >, <weight w i > pairs. They are represented using one of statistical Information retrieval (IR) approaches known as Vector-based Approach. The paper also represents terms in document space and normalized them using concept of Pivoted normalization.
